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Doubly Transttive Permutation Groups which 
Are Not Doubly Primitive 
CHERYL E. PKAEGER 
A number of recent results about doubly transrtrve ~erm~tatlon groups have 
been concerned with the permutation action of a normal subgroup of the 
stabrhzer of a point. In this paper we shall make the following assumptions. 
HYPOTHESIS (*) (a) G is a doubly t~~~~ttive permutatzon group on cz set B 
of n pants. For a! b 9, the stabilizer G, hlas a set 2: = {B, >.. ) B,) of ~o~t~~m’~~ 
blocks of ~~~~rn~t~vity &z fz-+>, wheve /Z:/=t>l, jB,j=b>t,and 
n = tb+ 1. 
(b) We denote by K the subgroup of G, fixing the block B = B, setwise, by 
.k? the subgroup of G, jixing B pnintwzse, and by H the subgrou$ of G, fixing all 
bZocks of Z set&se. 
we shah be concerned wrth the way G, acts on 2; 1x1 particn~ar we sh.aff assume 
that G, is multrply transitive on ,ES The main result, Theorem 1, is stated below. 
THEOREM 1 Assume Hypothesis (*), and assume that G,“’ = G,/H >_ At , 
where t >, 3 Then either a is trivial, that is, K acts faithfully on B, or G is one of 
the following groups 
(zi) PSL(3, q) < G < PFL(3, q), zn its natural mtion on poznts or lanes of 
the projective p&w, where q is 2,3,4, apLd t is 3,4, 5, respectively. 
(b) t = 4, b = 2, G has a regular elementary abelian normal subgrou$ oj 
order n = 9, H is cyclic of order 2, and G$ is A, or S, aad K zs A, or S, , yespec- 
tavely. 
(c) t = 5, b = 3, G has a regular e~ement~y ~be~~~~~ osormul scone of 
order n = 16, G, IS isomorphic to A, or S5 aud R zs eleme&zr~ ~e~~~ of OY&F 4. 
The methods used to prove Theorem 1 may be used to prove sxmrlar resufta 
where G,z is given as some other known multiply transrtive group. As an example 
we prove, m the second section, Theorem 2. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume Hypotheszs (*), and assume that GE2 is eather the Mathzeu 
group M, of degree t, where t is 11, 12,22, 23, 24, or Aut M,, wzth t = 22, or MI, 
an ats 3-transitzve representatzon of degree t = 12. Then if zs trivial, that is, K 
acts fazthfully on B. 
Notatzon Most of the notatron used here follows the conventrons of 
Wrelandt’s book [12]. If P permutes a set .Z and fixes rt setwrse then we denote by 
Pz‘ the constrtuent of P actmg on 2, and we let fix, P be the set of pomts of Z 
fixed by P, and suppr P the set of points of .Z permuted nontrrvrally by P. If 
the set ,Z 1s clear from the context we often omit the subscript and write srmply 
fix P, supp P We call the orbits of P comprismg more than one pomt long 
P-orbits 
DEFINITION 3. (a) A block deszgn consists of a set of v pomts and a set of b 
blocks wrth a relation called incidence between points and blocks, such that any 
block 1s incident with k points and any two points wrth h blocks, where h > 0 
and 2 < R < v - 1. The number Y of blocks incident wrth a grven pomt is also 
constant. If k > 2 it is called a proper design By easy counting arguments we 
have 
VY = bk and v(v - 1) X = bk(k - 1). 
Also rt IS well known that b > v, or equrvalently r > k 
(b) If G 1s an automorphism group of the design whtch 1s doubly transitive 
on points, and rf H is a normal subgroup of the stabrhser G, of the point 01, then 
we say that the design IS H-admissable rf H fixes setwise all blocks incident with 01. 
I am very grateful to the referee for pointmg out some errors in an earlier 
version of this paper, and for his suggestions for the reorganrzatlon of the paper; 
in particular for hrs help with Lemma 1.1. 
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Frrst we prove a general result about groups satrsfymg Hypotheses (*) 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that Hypotheszs (*) is true, and an addation that both H 
and R are nontrivaal, and that fix, R = B u (~1. Then 
(a) The translates of B u (cY.} under G form a block design with h = 1, such 
that (B, u {a}/ 1 < i < t> is the set of blocks contaaning 01. 
(b) Either G is a normal extensaon of PSL(m, q) for some m > 3 and prame 
power q, in ats usual doubly transitive representation, OY H acts semiregularly 
on Q-(a). 
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Proof. If G 1s a normal extensron of PSL(m, q), then it 1s easy to verify (a) 
smce G, has a umque system of blocks of rmprimrtrvrty m .@-{aj, rf m > 3. So 
suppose that this is not the case. We shall show first that N is senuregular on 
.n-(LX> 
By [6, Proposition 41, N restricts faithfully to each of Its orbits. Thus 
Ix n R = 1. Smce H and z are normal subgroups of K with trivial mtersection, 
then K centralizes H. Let L be the centrahser of N m G, Then L 1s nantrrvral 
and for p in s2-(ol}, C, is nontrivial (for L contams &?) By [4, Corollary B3’j, 
G preserves a proper H-admrssable block design, the blocks of which are the 
translates of fixa& 111 G, and by [4, Lemma 2.81, drstmct comugates of N 
intersect trivially If N 1s not semiregular on s2-(&> then by [5, Theorem A], 
G 1s a normal extension of PSL(m, q), a contradrctron Thus H 1s semiregular 
on Q-(cd). 
Kow let fi be a pomt of B and set A = fix, L, . Let EP be the con.Jugate of fi 
whrch fixes p. Since the block desrgn is H-admrssable, Nfi fixes A. Let M be the 
pointwsse stabihzer of A m 6. We claim that M centrahzes .EP. Since M < GB , 
then [M, HB] < H*; and since EP fixes A setwise and M is the pointwrse stabllrzer 
of A, then [M, He] < M. Further, as P 1s semrregular on .C?--@> and M fives at 
least two points, then M n lP = 1, and we conclude that M centralizes EP. 
Thus K centrahzes Ha since K < M 
We claim that N,(x) is doubly transitrve on B u (a} Smce K normalizes KY 
fixes 01, and is transitive on B, it 1s sufficient to show that some element of N,(E) 
moves 01 mto 3. In the last paragraph we showed that lP < No(E) and so any 
norm-r&l element of Ha will do It 1s not d&cult, now, to check that G satisfies 
the hypotheses of [4, Lemma 1 41, and so (a) 1s true. This completes the proof. 
For the remainder of this section we shall assume Hypothesis (*), and that 
GXZ > & , where t >, 3. We assume also that z is nontrivial 
LEMMA 1.2. If H = 1 and i? # 1, then t = 5, b = 3, G has a regular ele- 
mentary abelian normal subgroup of OF&V 16, G, is zsomorphic to A, OP S, and k? 
is elenzentajy abelian of order 4 
Proof Suppose that H = 1 and &? # 1. Suppose first that K? At+ . 
Then / KE / < 2 ] NB j = 2 and it follows that b = 2. If t 3 5 then G, contains 
a 5-element of degree 10 with 2(t - 5) + 1 = 2t - 9 fixed pornts. By 112, 
13.101 we must have t = 5 and hence n = 11. However there are no 2-transitive 
groups of degree 11 which are not 2-primitive (see 1111). Thus t IS 3 or 4 and n 
1s 7 or 9, respectrvely. As G 1s not metacychc and / G [ drvrdes t!n rt follows from 
Sims’ lrst [ll] that n = 9 and G has a regular elementary abelian normal sub- 
group Such a group does not exist since GL(2, 3) has no subgroups rsomorphic 
to A, or Is, 
Thus KS A,-, and so t = 5 and a is elementary abehan of order 4. Also 
j P ] is 3 or 6 and so n is 16 or 31 as b is 3 or 6, respectively Now the stabilizer 
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of two pomts 1s either elementary abehan of order 4 or drhedral of order 8 and so 
by [l] or [3], respectively, G has a regular normal subgroup. Then as G IS not 
metacychc rt follows that n = 16, and we have the group described above. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 12 
Thus we may assume that both H and E are nontrivial. If G 1s a normal 
extension of PSL(m, q) for some m > 3 and prime power q, then the point 
stabilizer of PSL(m, q) has an alternating group as a composition factor, and so 
m = 3 and q is 2, 3, or 4. Thus applymg [6, Proposmon 41 we may assume that 
an H IS trivial. Then Ez = XH/H N K 1s a nontrivial normal subgroup of 
K= 2 A,-, , and it follows that z fixes no block of I= other than B. Hence 
fixD E = B u (a> By Lemma 1 .l, H 1s semrregular on &(a}. 
LEMMA 1.3 t zs at most 5. 
Proof Assume that t > 6 Then / KB. HB j < 2. Let A be a block of Z<B), 
let L be the setwrse stabrhzer of A, and let E be the kernel of the action of L on A. 
Then L-4 has a normal subgroup HA of index at most 2. Now a n L intersects 
H trivially and so I(R n L)-‘I/ < 2 Thus x n E has index at most 2 m R n L. 
It follows that E n e > A,-, . Thus any element of aof odd order fixes pomtwrse 
any block of .Z rt fixes setwrse. In particular R contams a 3-element g which 
permutes 3b points of Q and so (see [lo, p. 54]), 3b > n/4 > tb/4, that rs, t < 11. 
Clearly no conjugates of g lie m H, for any nontrivial element of H permutes 
exactly tb pomts smce H is semiregular on s2-{ar}, and tb 3 66 whereas 
1 suppo g 1 = 3b. It follows easrly that d g E Gs then g permutes nontrivrally the 
set of blocks of Gs correspondmg to Z. 
Now we shall apply a result of O’Nan (see [9, Theorem 1 51). Clearly, there 1s 
a G,-conjugate g’ of g which permutes a set of blocks disjoint from supp,g, 
and hence suppog’ n suppog = ,@. On the other hand let g’ be a conjugate 
of g such that suppo g’ n suppo g # 0. Then since 1z > 2 j suppo g / rt follows 
that there 1s a point ,B fixed by both g and g’. Now from what we showed above, 
both g and g’ act nontrrvrally on the set of blocks of Gs corresponding to Z, and 
so we may assume that g’ E G, and g’ acts nontrivrally on Z: Then suppog’ IS a 
union of three blocks of Z, and g and g’ both fix pointwise some block B of .Z 
(since t >, 6 and / suppr g u suppr g’ / < 5). Hence (g, g’> C K and as 
j suppz (g, g’)l < 5, it follows that (g, g’) 1s isomorphrc to a subgroup of S, . 
Thus (g) and (g’) are both Sylow 3-subgroups of (g, g’> and as such are con- 
jugate in <g, g’) By O’Nan’s result ([9, Theorem 1.5]), we conclude that G is 
3-transmve, a contradrction. Thus t is at most 5 
Now we shall complete the proof of Theorem 1 By Lemma 1 .l, the translates 
of B u (al form a block design wrth h = 1, and there are t blocks containmg 01. 
Hence (see Definition 3), I B U {a>1 = 1 + b ,( t. By Lemma 1.3, t < 5. If 
t < 5 or if b < 4 then n = 1 + tb < 20, and, noting that G is neither a normal 
extension of PSL(3, q) nor metacychc, we find from Sums’ list [ll] that either 
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(i) t = 4, b = 2, G h as a regular elementary abehan normal subgroup of order 
n = 9, and a is A, or Ss as GJH is A, or S, , respectively, or (ix) t = 5, b = 3, 
and G has a regular normal subgroup of order 16. However, in case (il)l K is 
isomorphic to A, or S, , and a Sylow 3-subgroup P of R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
a two-pomt stabrhzer, and P has seven fixed points By [12, 3 51, N(P) 1s transl- 
tive on fix P and so 1 G / 1s divisible by 7, a contradiction. Thus (1) 1s the only 
example here, and we are left with the case t = 5, b = 4 to consider. In thus final 
case the design is symmetric and so is a projective plane of order 4. 
[7, Theorem 51, the plane 1s Desarguesran and G contains PSL(3,4). We assumed 
that thus was not the case, and so the proof of Theorem 1 IS complete. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Assume Hypothesis (*), and assume that either 
(a) GUz is the Mathreu group M8 of degree t, where t is 11, 12,22,23, or 24, 
or Aut Mz, of degree t = 22; or 
(b) G,” = Ml, acting 3-transitively of degree 12. 
Assume also that a is nontrivial. 
Remark 2 1. If ff” 1s nontrivial, then m case (a) if t # 11, iZz contams 
M,-, , where i&., N PSL(3,4) in its natural representation, and If t = 11, then 
Kz contains PSL(2,9) with index at most 2; m case (b), KE = PSL(2, 11). Thus 
Kz‘ is transitive on Z-{B). 
Moreover j Aut Mz, : M,, j = 2, and so d EL is nontrrvral, then j K? i?? 1 is 
1 if t is 12,23,24, or in case (b), and is at most 2 in the other cases. 
LEMMA 2.2. H is nontrivial. 
Proof. Assume that H = 1. Then by Remark 2.1 it follows that j KB / = 
j K: E 1 < 2. Since K 1s transmve on B then b = 2. Then if p E B, clearly 
Gals fixes the three points of B u {a}, and so GarB = K and is transitive on Z4B). 
It follows (by a result of Kantor, see [2, Theorem 1]) that fz with the translates 
of B w {a) under G as lines, is a projective or affine space Hence n is either 
Zd - 1 or 3d for some d > 2, a contradiction since n is 23, 25, 45, 47, or 49. 
ThusHf 1. 
If G 1s a normal extension of PSL(m, 4) for some m > 3 and prime power 9, 
then G, has a unique set of blocks of impnmmvity, namely the set of lines 
containing a. Thus the number of hnes contammg 01, 1 + 4 + . + gfl-BI is 
equal to t. It is easily checked that we must have m = 3 and t = 1 + Q equal to 
12 or 24 However, PSL(3, q) does not have a factor isomorphic to n/r,, , Ml,, 
or Mz4 . Thus G is not a normal extension of PSL(m, q), and so applying Lb, 
Propositron 41 we may assume that E n His trrvral Then xz z x 1s nontrrvial, 
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and by Remark 2 1 rt follows that x fixes no block of .Z other than B and hence 
fix, K = B U {a!> By Lemma 1.1, H is semiregular on Q<a) and the translates 
of B u {a> under G form a block design with h = 1 There are t blocks containing 
(y. and from the relations given m Defimtron 3, 
3<lib<t, 
and (1 + b) drvrdes n(n - 1) = (1 + tb) tb, so that 
(1) 
1 + b divides t(t - 1). (2) 
Suppose that 1 Kr: Ez / = 1. Then K = KH, and indeed K = a x H. 
As His semiregular on J2-(ol), then G,, = Kp = E fixes B u {a> pomtwrse and 
is transitrve on Z-(B) Thus by a result of Kantor ([2, Theorem 1]), Q with the 
translates of B u {a> under G as lines is erther a prolectrve space of dimensron 
d > 2 and order 2, or an afine space of drmension d > 2 over some field of 
order q 3 3. In the former case a lure contams b + 1 = 3 points and n = 2d - 
1 = 1 + 2t whrch 1s not satisfied for any t. In the latter case a lme contams 
b + 1 = q points and n = qd = 1 + t(q - 1) = tq - (t - 1). Hence q divides 
t - 1, and rt is easy to check that the only possrbrlitres are 
t = 12, b = 10, n = 42 = 112 > 
and 
t = 24, b = 22, n = q2 = 232. 
Thus G 1s a doubly transitive group of degree q2 with order drvrsible by q3, 
where q 1s 11 or 23, and so by [8, Theorem 12.31, G is rsomorphrc to a subgroup 
of AGL(2, q) However, no Mathreu group occurs as a factor of AGL(2, q). Thus 
by Remark 2.1, / P: xX 1 = 2 and either 
(1) G,” N Ml1 , if N PSL(2, 9), t = 11, or 
(11) G,” 1s1 Aut iW2, , E ‘v n/ir,, N PSL(3,4), t = 22. 
The remainder of the proof consrsts of ad hoc arguments to show that neither 
of these cases 1s possible. 
Case (1). t = 11. The values for b satisfying (1) and (2) are 4, 9, and 10. 
Note that since / P: HB 1 = 2, rt may be shown by the arguments used in the 
first part of the proof of Lemma 1.3, that any odd order element of i? fixes 
pointwrse any block of Z it fixes setwue. If b is 9 or 10, then a Sylow 3-subgroup 
P of G,, , for /3 m B, fixes 1 + 2b = 19 or 21 points, respectively. By [12, 3.51, 
N,(P) IS transrtrve on fix, P and hence 19 or 21, respectively, divrdes 1 G 1, a 
contradrctron. Thus b is 4. If H has order 2 then G,, = R fixes b + 1 = 5 pomts 
and as before this 1s impossible Thus H has order 4, and K contams an element 
permutmg exactly two points of B. Let P be a Sylow 5-subgroup of K Then P 
fixes 5 points, and by [12, 3 51, N,(P) is 2-transitive on fix, P of degree 5. NOW 
by the Frattini argument K = &VE(P), and so ~~~~~))~ = A? has order 8. 
Clearly N,(P) = N,(P) n G, , and so JV&P)f*xP IS 2-transitive of degree 5 
and order 40. Thus however is lmposslble 
Case (n) z! = 22. The values of b satisfying (1) and (2) are 2,5,6,10,13,20, 
and 21; however as 1 Ks j = 2b > 2, then 81 # 2. For the other values of 6, a 
Sylow 5-subgroup P of G,s , where /3 EB, fixes 1 + 2b = 11, 13,21,27,41,43 
points, respectively, and 1 + 2b dlvrdes 1 G j. Hence & IS 5 or 10 and P IS een- 
trahzed by an element g of order 11 or ‘7, respectively. Now P has 4b orbits of 
length 5 and so g fixes at feast !?b or 5b points, respectrvefy. However, an II- 
element fixes only one point, and a 7-element fixes only b + 1 points, contradic- 
tion 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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